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ν oscillations in 3 generations are well measured

Z boson width gives Nν(active)=2.9840±0.0082

Differences in m2 are small



There were several indications of 4th neutrino

LSND, MiniBoone: (anti)νe appearance in  (anti)νµ beam - 6σ

SAGE, GALEX, BEST: νe deficit in radioactive sources (GA) > 
5σ

Reactor νe deficit (RAA): ~3σ

Oscillations of reactor anti-νe (Neutrino-4): 2.7σ

These indications individually can be explained by oscillations 

to sterile neutrino with  Δm2  >~ 1 eV2 and sin22θ14 >~0.1

In 3+1ν model 
appearance probability is  

➔More than 10 experiments are searching for sterile neutrinos3

These are statistically strongest indications of physics BSM
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MiniBooNE finally confirmed LSND (anti)νe excess in (anti) νµ beam 
Statistical significance 4.8σ (6.1σ with LSND)
Phys.Rev.Lett.121(2018) 221801, Phys.Rev.D 103, 052002(2021) 

Sterile ν fit does not describe data too well (p=12.3%)

The best-fit point at small Δm2 and large mixing is excluded by OPERA
only region with small mixing  with larger Δm2 is allowed

νe mode

νs fit
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MicroBooNE does not confirm Low Energy Excess (eLEE)

MicroBooNE doesn’t exclude whole MiniBooNE parameter space

arXiv:2111.10359 SBN at FNAL and JSNS2 at J-PARK
will cover the whole eLEE parameter space
arXiv:1903.04608

arXiv:2110.14054v2
arXiv:2110.14054v2
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BEST confirmed recently GA with high significance >5σ
using  3.4MCi 51Cr νe source    arXiv: 2109.11482, arXiv: 2201.07364
Ratio of observed and predicted νe events became even smaller and 
practically the same at 2 distances: Rin = 0.791±0.05 and Rout = 0.766±0.05.
This corresponds to large mixing and large Δm2

A large fraction of BEST preferred parameters is already excluded by  
DANSS and NEOS. Larger Δm2 will be tested by DANSS, Neutrino-4,
and PROSPECT after upgrades.

Neutrino-4 claim of νs observation agrees perfectly with BEST results

https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.11482
https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.07364
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BEST results are in strong tension with many experiments

arXiv: 2201.07364

https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.07364
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Status of RAA (see talk by Ternes)
Daya Bay and RENO observed smaller 
235U X-section than H-M model

(arXiv 1704.01082, 1806.00574)
STEREO also observed smaller X-
section for pure 235U fuel

Phys. Rev. Lett., 125:201801, 2020.
Kopeikin et al. remeasured recently 
ratio of cumulative beta spectra for 
235U/239Pu and obtained 1.054 times 
smaller value than ILL            
(arXiv:2103.01684)
This leads to a smaller value of 235U 
antineutrino X-section
(6.27+-0.13) in agreement with Daya
Bay and STEREO

235U is the major but not the only 
source of RAA (STEREO, 2.1 σ)

RAA becomes weaker but
Modern experiments do not use
absolute flux predictions

8

Adopted from ?
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In 2018 Neutrino-4 claimed observation of sterile neutrinos with very 
large ∆m2~7eV2 and sin22θ~0.35! JETP Lett. 109 (2019) no.4, 213; 

There were concerns about validity of Neutrino-4 analysis
MD J.Phys.Conf.Ser. 1390 (2019) 1, 012049, MD, N.Skrobova JETP Lett. 112 (2020) 7, 452
C.Giunti Phys.Lett.B 816 (2021) 136214, M.Andriamirado et al. ArXiv:2006.13147, 
Coloma et al.  arXiv:2008.06083V2. 
Neutrino-4 replied to these critical comments: JETP Lett.112 p.487, arXive:2006.13639

Neurino-4 addressed recently 2 concerns Phys.Rev.D 104,032003(2021).

This resulted in reduction of significance by ~0.5σ but there are still other 
concerns

In addition, Neutrino-4 assumes very unusual constant energy resolution of 
σ=250keV based on the background gamma spectrum parametrization

2.8σ
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Neutrino-4 indication of oscillations with large 
∆m2=7.3±1.17eV2 and sin22θ=0.36±0.12 

Significance 2.7 σ
Phys.Rev.D 104, 032003 (2021)

Comparison with other experiments
JETP Lett 112 4, 199 (2020)

Neutrino-4 claim will be tested by upgraded DANSS, Neutrino-4, PROSPECT in ~3 years
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TAUP’21

Other reactor experiments provide upper limits

Raster scan

STEREO

NEOS
DANSS and NEOS limits are much  stronger at ∆m2~1-2 eV2

but PROSPECT and Stereo are better for large ∆m2

Some tension with Neutrino-4 result

SoLid has problems with background→ No results so far

NEOS II collected data during the whole reactor campaign
(some instability in scintillator response delays analysis)

STEREO finished data taking. Analysis continues

DANSS, Neutrino-4, PROSPECT plan upgrades
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DANSS NEOS ν - 4 PROSPECT SoLid STEREO

Power [MWt] 3100 2815 90 85 50-80 58

Core size [cm] ᴓ=3200

h=3700

ᴓ=3100

h=3800

42x42

h=35

ᴓ=51

h=44

ᴓ=50

h=90

ᴓ=40

h=80

Overburden 

[mwe]

50 20 3.5 <1 10 15

Distance [m] 10.9-12.9

Movable

24 6-12
Movable

7-9 6-9 9-11

IBD events/day 5000 1965 200 750 ~450 400

PSD/ Readout - / 3D + / 1D - / 2D + / 3D + / 3D + / 2D

S/B 58 23 0.54 1.36 ? 0.9

σE/E [%]

at 1 MeV

33 5 16 4.5 14 9

Comparison of experiments

Red – good   Black- bad
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MC estimates give smaller significance than X2 with 2dof
This leads to problems in averaging different experiments
Simplified MC of different experiments is used  to apply the F-C method

(see e.g. C.Giunti arXiv:2004.07577)

DANSS, NEOS, PROSPECT, Bugey-3 data

Significance of the best point (∆m2=1.3 
eV2 , sin22θ=0.026 ) is 1.8 σ only

while X2 method gives 2.4 σ

(without Neutrino-4)
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Global fit of reactor data with Neutrino-4 gives no statistically 
significant evidence of oscillations arXiv:2111.12530v2 [hep-ph] 7 Feb 2022

Reactors Reactors + solar

Significance is 1.3σ only
(2.1 σ for X2 method)

But MC simulation of 
experiments is oversimplified
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Contradiction between νs explanation of appearance and disappearance

In appearance experiments νµ →νs→νe 

Therefore

Strong limits on disappearance lead to strong limits on appearance
Not possible to explain them simultaneously by νs

However there is a weak hint of νµ 

disappearance at IceCube

PRL 125 071801(2020)
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For very small size of νe wave packet decoherence effects can smear 
oscillation pattern and hence to reduce sensitivity to oscillations

arXiv:2201.05108 and talk by De Romeri

However there is no reason for  νe wave packet to be so small and 
most probably decoherence effects in reactors are not large 
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Summary

MicroBooNE has not confirmed LSND/MiniBooNE eLEE but has not excluded it 
completely. SBN program (and JSNS2) will give answer in ~3 years 

BEST confirmed GA with high (>5σ) significance but almost all allowed region is 
already excluded by other experiments. 
DANSS, Neutrino-4, PROSPECT and KATRIN will scrutinize the remaining part

RAA is almost explained by smaller 235U X-section (2.1σ hint of RAA for 
other isotopes).  But modern νs searches do not use absolute νe flux

There is no significant indications of νs in reactor experiments except for 
Neutrino-4. Just strong limits.

Neutrino-4 signal has 2.7σ significance and still some concerns about analysis
Upgraded DANSS, Neutrino-4, and PROSPECT will give answer in ~3 years

It is hard to explain by νs simultaneously appearance and disappearance results

Next several years will be very exciting for νs searches   


